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Preface
The present special issue of TCS is a Festschrift for John C. Reynolds on the occasion of his 70th birthday. It
consists of contributed articles reflecting facets of John’s rich career and influential publications on
• Algol
(Claudio Hermida and Bob Tennent),
• category theory








(Neil Jones and Nils Andersen;
Olin Shivers and Matthew Might),
• logical relations











The Festschrift is concluded by a few words from each of John’s PhD students, as collected by Frank Oles.
Submissions were solicited by the editors and subjected to the usual refereeing process for TCS. We thank Don
Sannella for editing the three submissions by the editors.
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served as reviewers for the articles published in this volume, and warmly congratulate John Reynolds on his 70th
birthday.
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